The Micro-Internship Programme for Research Staff (Pilot)

Second Application Round

The Micro-Internships Programme for Research Staff takes place in Week 6 and 7 of Trinity Term (3-7 June and/or 10-14 June). These placements are being re-advertised with an application deadline of midday, Monday 29 April. To view all vacancy information and apply, please follow the links to CareerConnect.

---

**Advertising, Marketing & Communications Placements**

**Cobham RAD Europe Ltd - Photography and graphics micro-internship (MIPRS)**

We are seeking a motivated and creative person to produce promotional imagery for a piece of scientific test equipment. This could involve photographs, graphics or other techniques to create images for product datasheets, posters and presentations. At the end of the internship, you will have produced a package of pictures illustrating key aspects of the equipment, as well as presenting an overview of it from multiple perspectives.

https://oxford.targetconnect.net/leap/jobSearch.html?id=79105&service=Careers+Service#

---

**Arts and Heritage Placements**

**Institute for Historical Justice and Reconciliation - Project on Contested Histories in Public Spaces (MIPRS)**

The Institute for Historical Justice and Reconciliation (IHJR) works with educational and public policy institutions to organize and sponsor historical discourse in pursuit of acknowledgement and the resolution of historical disputes in divided communities and societies. We are seeking a micro-intern researcher with solid research and strong writing skills to assist with a global study on contested histories in public spaces.

https://oxford.targetconnect.net/leap/jobSearch.html?id=78717&service=Careers+Service

---

**Charity, Development, Not for Profit and Think Tanks Placements**

**Citizens Advice Oxford - Client Experience Research Micro-Intern (MIPRS)**

Citizens Advice Oxford helps 1000's of people in the city of Oxford to get the help they need to find a way forward for their issue. Our goal is to help everyone find a way forward, whatever problem they face. This project is to lead a piece of investigative research to identify the barriers people have to accessing and implementing our advice, how we could improve our services, and how we could get to unmet need.

https://oxford.targetconnect.net/leap/jobSearch.html?id=79103&service=Careers+Service
Keen Oxford - Special Projects Officer (MIPRS)

We are currently at the start of an exciting new chapter in our development. Our ambitious strategy for the next five years will see us dramatically increase our impact across the UK, as we increase the support we offer to other organisations to become more inclusive, and increase the campaigning we do for a more inclusive wider culture.

You will take charge of a challenging and meaningful project at the heart of this strategy, either working on our monitoring and evaluation model for these new strands of our work, or developing the support framework provided to other organisations. The results of either project will be crucial to us scaling our work effectively for a bigger audience.

You’ll take the lead, show initiative, be asked to think creatively, and be prepared for a challenge. The role will mix research, resource development, market analysis, and problem solving, with a unique insight into the non-profit sector through the lens of a rapidly growing charity.

https://oxford.targetconnect.net/leap/jobSearch.html?id=79119&service=Careers+Service

The Nasio Trust - Research Into Factors Affecting International Volunteering (MIPRS)

The Nasio Trust is looking for an intern to research the factors that would encourage or discourage people from the following groups to want to volunteer in East Africa:

- Professionals whose skills would benefit a developing country
- Those looking for a career change who want to learn and develop their skills
- Those taking annual leave from work looking for a worthwhile experience to develop their understanding of the wider world
- Families seeking a "holiday" providing greater understanding of other cultures
- Retired people who want to “give something back”

The objectives of the Nasio Trust, established almost 20 years ago, is to empower communities for social change, helping unlock leadership potentials, and deliver sustainable and scalable ways of addressing the world’s problems by working with communities, individuals, governments, partners and other NGO’s to directly tackle and contribute in ways to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

https://oxford.targetconnect.net/leap/jobSearch.html?id=79115&service=Careers+Service

World Experience Exchange - Charity, Research Internship (MIPRS)

World Experience Exchange is a not-for-profit social enterprise with a mission – “To bring together those with, skills, education and expertise - with those who can apply them to the best use in the developing world.”

You will be remotely working with a charity in Uganda, to help them develop and increase their impact within their community. Your research into new approaches and best practices from elsewhere in the world, will form the basis for new initiatives and approaches.
This is a great opportunity to exchange your skills and passion, for the experience that is Africa, and to make a difference to those less fortunate in the developing world.

https://oxford.targetconnect.net/leap/jobSearch.html?id=79117&service=Careers+Service

**Education Placements**

The Curiosity Box - The Data Doctor (MIPRS)

We are The Curiosity Box and we believe that science belongs to everyone! We're on a mission to create fascinating and fun experiences of Science, Tech, Engineering and Maths (STEM) that help children develop problem solving, experimenting and creative thinking skills, and above all to have serious fun with STEM.

Your Mission: To help us understand more about our customers, by assessing our customer data and identifying key behavioural indicators and enabling data-based profiling of key customer segments and provides a foundation for effective audience targeting. The Curiosity Box team is looking to work with an individual to evaluate our data to inform our strategic targeting and customer profiling.

https://oxford.targetconnect.net/leap/jobSearch.html?id=79109&service=Careers+Service

**Finance Placements**

BlondeMoney - Analyst Micro-Intern (MIPRS)

BlondeMoney is an independent financial service firm which provides sensible commentary on politics, macroeconomics and finance. We aim to provide in-depth analysis from the world markets alongside our concise and informed opinion pieces. This Analyst role is to work alongside our CEO to contribute to the growth of BlondeMoney, focusing on news updates for clients, assisting with research, attending meetings and more. This is an opportunity for exposure to both financial markets and the world of politics (a rare combination!).

https://oxford.targetconnect.net/leap/jobSearch.html?id=79133&service=Careers+Service

**Legal Placements**

Morgan Sports Law Limited - Anti-Doping Scientist Micro-Intern (MIPRS)

Morgan Sports Law (MSL) is a boutique law firm devoted to sports arbitration and litigation. The majority of MSL’s work relates to anti-doping matters, which frequently involve complex scientific issues. This micro-internship will give you the opportunity to experience – from a scientific and legal perspective – what it is like to work on anti-doping cases. As part of that experience, you will produce a short scientific report, or a particular section of a scientific report, on a topic relating to anti-doping science (with the full support of the science team).

https://oxford.targetconnect.net/leap/jobSearch.html?id=79107&service=Careers+Service